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INFLATOR

TIRE VALVES

AUTOMATIC TIRE INFLATORS

I-495-15 is the IN-95 inflator with 15' hose. Safely removes operator away 
from the blast zone by using the 15' hose. Equipped with shut off ball valve 
which enables operator to stop inflation for proper tire inspection.
I-495-15 - IN-95 INFLATOR WITH 15’ HOSE PAGE 81

R-520 is designated at Tire and Rim as the CH-8. It is an integral part of the 
system as the CH-8 is removed from the valve assembly with the Haltec 
IN-80A adapter to utilize the larger opening and the fullest air flow.
R-520 - SUPER LARGE BORE CORE HOUSING PAGE 24

89XTC-Temperature Compensating Tire inflator, designed to work with an 
in-line temperature sensor and is engineered specially for inflating larger 
industrial and mining tires which are often constantly in service and always 
running hot.
89XTC - TEMPERATURE COMPENSATING INFLATOR PAGE 67
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Haltec manufactures 
over 30 different  
automatic tire inflators 
for purposes of  
general inflation.

Mining Solutions: 
As a manufacturer of specialized tire valve systems and pressure inflation solutions, 
Haltec Corporation has been the unchallenged leader in off-highway, mining, and 
construction tire management solutions and components for nearly 40 years. Unique 
innovations designed to minimize downtime have led to the development of superior 
quality, precisely engineered valve systems that fill every heavy equipment need. 

Haltec offers a full range of products beginning with Large Bore flow diameters, 
and increasing to removable core Super Large Bore, Z-Bore, and Mega Bore 
valves that top the inflation and deflation charts at an unbelievable 550 CFM. 
That’s 25 times the flow rate of a large bore valve, and these valve systems are 
installed in most cases without increasing the original rim hole size. Also, when 
paired with one of our extensive line of rugged and reliable inflators, such as our 
89XTC temperature compensating model, it is clear that Haltec does not stop at 
manufacturing just the highest quality individual components, but also offers  
completely designed and engineered solutions to real world challenges.
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